
Why Richard  III?

T.M.  COLWELL

King Richard  III:  Antichrist, Machiavellian politician or reluctant and ben-

evolent king? These contrasting epithets demonstrate the variety of interpreta-
tions to which Richard III has  been  subjected over the past 500 years.l Of
particular prominence  have  been  those  themes representing the king as a ruth-
less politician and tyrannical leader, as the man responsible for the mystery and
probable murder of his royal nephews, and as a physiological and psychologi—
cal monster.  These  characteristics were developed in the late fifteenth and
sixteenth centuries by historians and playwrights, culminating in Shakespeare’s
Richard III, and it is the insistence of  these  works on the negative character-
istics of Richard and his reign which accounts for much of the modern popular
interest in this  king.

This  article will demonstrate  that  these themes, while not always presented
'  uniformly, have continued to dominate the popular image of the last Yorkist

king. Medieval and Tudor representations of Richard III taken from literary
sources will be compared with contemporary, that is, twentieth-century, cine-
matic and literary images of the king. Such an  approach  may allow the reader
to appreciate both the diversity of the representations of Richard III and  their
relationship to the themes of tyranny, mystery and morality, themes which
continue to stimulate  interest  in the last Plantagenet king.

When investigating medieval  history, it should be understood that. the
writing of  history in the Middle Ages followed essentially different guidelines
to those followed today. Whereas modern history writing is based on the inter-
pretation of source  materials, medieval and early modem historians  ‘wrote
within a theological framework; they regarded history as exemplarist and
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society as by nature hierarchical’.2 In  this  way, history was intended as a guide

for both  leaders  so they would rule  wisely, and for the increasing numbers of

literate  people so  that they would act as obedient  subjects.  As Levy notes, ‘the

chief  criterion for historical truth was  moral  utility’.3 Bias  and symbolism were

often  employed to serve  a moral  purpose and it was within this context  that

medieval  historians employed the  themes  of tyranny, mystery and morality to

discuss Richard  III.
Medieval and early modern historians  and dramatists employed  these

themes to great effect, particularly regarding the more contentious issues of

Richard III’s reign. Essentially, there are five main issues which were empha-

sised by early historians in their examination of Richard’s rule: Richard’s

arrest, as the Duke of Gloucester, of Edward V’s guardians when he  took

possession of the young king’s person  en route to  London  in April  1483; the

accusation and execution of the former Chamberlain, Lord  Hastings, for

treason in June 1483; the disappearance of the royal princes, July-September

1483; the claims that Edward IV and his children were illegitimate; and

Richard’s alleged design to marry his niece, Elizabeth  of York, in order to

secure his claim to the throne.4 Although Richard can be said to have been  a

sensible king, as evidenced by his measures to reduce administrative abuses

throughout the realm, many writers, particularly those  working under the

influence or patronage of the Tudor  monarchs, elaborated  upon  the more con-

troversial issues of his reign.’ Their  works, for example Polydore Vergil’s

English  History and Thomas More’s  History of King Richard III, present a uni-

formly hostile image of Richard III, and contributed to what is commonly

referred to as the  Tudor  myth or tradition: the myth that Richard was an evil

king who was justifiably overthrown by Henry Tudor.6 This myth  has con-

tinued  to dominate popular representations of the last Plantagenet king well

into the twentieth century.
Before examining different representations of Richard III, a note on recent

academic study is required to place this discussion of the last Yorkist king in its

current historiographical context. Until the 1980s, most  academic work on

Richard III concentrated on either condemning him for or exonerating him

from having murdered the Princes.7 This tendency can be ascribed to the

emphasis placed on  this  one particular issue by 500 years of historical writing.

More recently, the importance of the disappearance of the Princes and

Richard’s physical and moral characteristics has  been  de-emphasised, because
as Dr Horrox notes, these  problems ‘are least susceptible of historical

“proof  ”’.‘ Historians began to investigate the significance of Richard’s mle

within the context of late medieval governance and he has recently been

explained (not justified) as  a  man ‘conditioned by the  standards  of his  age’; that
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is, as no better and no worse than his contemporaries in  a  politically and
militarily unstable period.9 In spite of a decline of academic interest in the fate
of the Princes and the personal  attributes/flaws  of the king, these  themes
continued to be popular well into the twentieth century.

Richard  III as  a Tyrannical King
One of the  most  enduring themes concerning Richard III is that he  was,
according to even the earliest sources, a  conniving and deceitful politician who
became  a  tyrant. The ubiquity of this theme will be demonstrated by an  exam-
ination of three early representations of Richard III as a ‘Machiavellian’
politician.  This  will be followed by a discussion of Shakespeare’s archetypal
tyrant king and the combined influence of  these  images of Richard on
twentieth century interpretations.

In December  1483, Dominic Mancini, an Italian cleric who had  been  in
London until late June of that year, was the  first  to write the history of
Richard’s usurpation; he did so with the encouragement of his patron, the
Archbishop of  Vienna  who was also the French  king’s  physician. Mancini had
no particular affinity with either York or Lancaster, but it is likely that one of
his informants was the  young Edward V’s physician.'0 The bias of his in-
formant may explain the occasionally critical tone in which Mancini writes
about Richard and  also  why he imputes to him an ambition for the throne as
early as April  1483.  According to  Mancini, despite Richard’s loyal demeanour
at this time, ‘Some  . .  .  who understood his ambition and deceit, always
suspected whither his enterprises would lead’." After the  execution  of Hastings,
Mancini asserts that at first the people believed Richard when he proclaimed
that there had been  a  plot  against  him, but they soon came to learn  ‘the
truth’—that  Richard was responsible for the alleged conspiracy.I2 While
Mancini’s antagonism towards Richard may be based on later events, rumours
or sympathy for Edward V,” it is probable that the dual influences of Edward
V’s  physician, Argentine, and his own French supported  patrdn, Angelo  Cato,
the Archbishop of  Vienne, contributed to the generally negative image he
presents of Richard’s early months as king, animage subsequently enlarged
upon by his successors Polydore Vergil or  Thomas  More.

In 1502  Polydore  Vergil, an Italian  humanist, was commissioned by Henry
VII to write a  complete  history of England, a history which Henry hoped
would impress Europe with the virtues of new Tudor government.“ Completed
in 1513, this  history was not published until 1534.” While historians believe
that  Vergil’s work was not entirely propaganda for the  Tudor dynasty," it can-
not be doubted  that  certain  omissions  were designed to support Henry Tudor’s
doubtful claim to the crown and to vilify Richard III as  a  wicked and evil
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king.” Like Mancini, Vergil writes under the assumption that, despite his noted

loyalty to Edward IV, Richard had always aspired to the crown and that he

worked to achieve  this goal  by ‘subtyltie  and sleight’.“ Further, according to
Vergil, after  Hastings’ death  it was popularly perceived that ‘duke Richerd

wold spare no man so that he might obtayn the kingdom, and that he would

convert the regall authoritye into tyranny’." Such  tyranny is demonstrated by

Richard’s  ‘savage  and crewell mynde’ which, dominated by ‘wickyd  intent’,
allegedly contrived the  death  of his wife Anne by poisoning so he would be  free
to marry his niece.” Thus Vergil, in his favourable presentation of Henry VII as

the saviour of England embellishes upon Mancini’s insinuations about

Richard’s  deceit and tyranny.
Thomas  More elaborates on Vergil’s representation of Richard III, and in

an extreme manner demonstrates the king’s despotic characteristics. It has been

argued  that More’s  The  History of King Richard  III was not written simply for

the traditional purpose of educating people and moralising, but may be
regarded as a deliberately explicit treatise on tyranny.2l Sylvester, a  recent
editor of More, suggests  that  for the Tudor writer, Richard III was not merely

an historical figure; he  ‘was also a  symbol of the evils which permeate a

kingdom when tyranny is allowed to  take  the place of wise  government  and
good order’.22 Richard’s  depravity is elaborated to the point of farce; he was

‘close  and secret, a  deep dissimuler .  .  . dispiteous and  cruel’,” characteristics

which are illustrated by his  behaviour  towards Hastings. Having dissembled

and claimed to be  Hastings’ ally, Richard is portrayed as unnecessarily cruel

when he demands at the June council meeting that Hastings be executed

quickly so he  could  dine at his leisure.24 More asserts  that  Richard’s rule was a
period of continuous destruction:  ‘through  all the time of his reign never ceased

there cruel death and slaughter, till his own destruction ended  it’.” Thus  the

tradition of Richard III as a  malevolent  tyrant was firmly established early in

the sixteenth century.
Another enduring image of Richard III is that of  Shakespeare’s

Machiavellian, tyrannical king who continuously and consciously practises

deceit as he eliminates the obstacles to the  throne.  The Machiavellian ruler,

anachronistic to the late fifteenth  century, had become a popular comparison
in late sixteenth century Elizabethan theatre.26 Like Richard III’s in

Shakespeare’s  play, Machiavellian principles  ‘horrified  [the audience],

instructed  them, entertained them—in  fact  .  .  .  affected  them  over the whole

attraction/repulsion spectrum’.27 The  play was based on the long tradition of

Tudor history, particularly More and the chronicler who plagiarised  him,
Holinshed,“ and impressed upon the audience the dangers of straying from the

Christian code of ethics. Richard is shown in the beginning as ‘determined to
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prove  a  villain’ (Ii, 1.30), and this is immediately demonstrated by his dis-
sembling attitude towards his brother, Clarence.” As he professes love to his
brother, Richard shows the audience his real contempt as he blithely has
Clarence murdered (to  ease  his own progress to the throne). Having attained
the throne, Richard’s  despotism and corruption are demonstrated by his plans
to kill both his own wife and his nephews (in order to secure his title further)
(IVii). The king’s willingness to accomplish any act in order to achieve political
safety is illustrated by his  admission that  ‘I am in] So far in blood  that  sin will
pluck on  sinzl  Tear falling pity dwells not in this  eye’ (IVii,ll.67—9). The didactic
nature of the play requires  that  the villainous king is confounded towards the
end as he is faced with the spectres of his past acts on the eve of his final battle.
By giving the moral and military victory to Henry VII, Shakespeare con-
tributes to the negative image which continues to colour modern perceptions of
the fallen Richard III.

These representations have been occasionally refuted, but were only
seriously challenged in  this  century with the  result  that the Machiavellian
Richard III of Shakespeare remains  a  dominant image, but now shares the
metaphorical stage with a range of positive representations.” As Myers
suggests, the fact that  ‘Shakespeare’s  spell ensures the immortality of the
hostile Tudor tradition . . . probably also  ensures that someone will always be
kindly disposed to the  last  Plantagenet’." This  has been borne out in the
twentieth century by the foundation of  a  society dedicated to the recovery of
King Richard’s reputation.

In  1924  the Fellowship of the White Boar was established in England,
later renamed the Richard III Society in 1956.32 The Society’s objective is as
follows:

In the belief  that  many features of the traditional accounts of the
character and career of Richard III are neither supported by sufficient
evidence nor reasonably tenable, the society aims to promote in every
possible way research into the life and times of Richard III, and to
secure  a  reassessment of the material relating to this period, and of the
role in English history of this monarch.”

In other words, most  members reject and seek to disprove the view that
Richard was a murderous tyrant. The Society supports its aim primarily
through The  Ricardian, a  journal whose articles include studies of aspects
of either Yorkist rule or of Richard’s life in particular; these articles, while
scholarly, generally favour  a  less tyrannical image of the king.“ The  Society
also  sponsors  pilgrimages to places associated with King Richard, seeks  to save
relevant battle sites, erects memorial  statues  and, in addition, prints ‘In
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Memoriam’ notices in The  Times  on 22 August, the date of the battle of

Bosworth.35 The Society holds regular church services to mark the anniversary

of the  king’s death."
Enthusiasm for the Richard III Society was engendered in the 19505, and

beyond, by playwright and novelist Josephine Tey’s novel, The  Daughter  of

Time,37 a detective novel, set in the 1950s, which tries to solve the fifteenth~

century mystery of Richard’s alleged murder of his nephews and subsequent

tyranny. Tcy’s detective, Inspector Grant, seeks to reconcile his friends’ tra~
ditional view of Richard with his own conviction that Richard’s face was not

that of an evil king who murdered his nephews.  Grant’s  impression of  a
portrait of Richard III is  that  he was  ‘Someone  used to great responsibility,

and responsible in his authority. Someone too conscientious .  .  .  a  perfection-

ist’.” After tracing the origins and biases of selected documentary sources,

Grant concludes that Richard was innocent of any unnecessary murder.39 At

the end of the  novel, the king is presented as a kind and sensitive, even re~
luctant and suffering, leader who had little choice but to accept the crown. In

other words, Tey ‘whitewashes’ Richard from any possible wrong-doing.“o Tey

also  wrote  a  play, Dickon, in which she again presents a sympathetic  View  of
Richard III as an ‘enlightened  though  beleaguered statesman, a  loving husband

and father, and a victim of political instability."' This is in direct contrast with

Shakespeare and his predecessors’ representations of Richard, and shows the

author’s  own distrust of second-hand reporting and historical writing.42

Despite the efforts of the Richard III  Society and  novels  such as The

Daughter  of Time, the  most  recent representations of King Richard  have  been

those of  Shakespeare’s  villain.  1996  saw the release of two films based on the

Elizabethan play: one produced as a film and the second as  a  docu-drama.

Prior to these productions, in 1990, the English  Stage  Company (ESC) released
a film of its stage production  Richard  111.“3 Despite, or perhaps because of, the
proximity of  these  productions, each presents the king in different ways. The

1996  film, set in the 1930s, opens dramatically (although not faithfully to

the play) with  a  battle in which Richard murders the Lancastrian king, Henry

VI, and his son Edward. Immediately one is confronted with the villainy of the

king, who is ultimately presented as the arch-tyrant of the twentieth century,

Adolf Hitler. The docu—drama, Looking for  Richard, demonstrates the pro-

duction of the play as  a  film wherein  Richard  III is performed in historical

costume. Although he is a diabolical figure, Richard is presented more subtly in
Looking for  Richard  than in the previous film.“ The subtlety of  Looking for

Richard  also contrasts particularly with the  ESC’s 1990 stage  production,

which  opens  with a comical introduction to the characters; here Richard is far-

cically evil yet all the more frightening for his enticing magnetism. As
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Richmond  suggests, the play’s continued success  lies  in its combination of
comedy with terrible deeds; the audience continues to be fascinated with the
perverted element of vileness.“ Early representations of Richard III as an  evil
and murderous tyrant informed  late  medieval views of the king but also  stimu-
lated interest and reaction in a more  positive  portrayal; the  late  twentieth
century has returned, perhaps inevitably, to an interest in the diabolism of
Shakespeare’s  King Richard III.

Richard  III and the  Mystery of the  Princes’ Disappearance
A  second significant element which has contributed to the continued interest in
Richard III and his Machiavellian nature is the mystery surrounding the fate of
Edward  IV’s  two sons, Edward  V  and the Duke of York. This theme, although
of declining interest to historians of the period, has continued to fascinate and
provoke debate in twentieth-century popular culture.“ The mystery of the
Princes’ deaths generally provokes two responses, the  one:  Richard was guilty
of contriving their deaths as  they hindered the validity of his claim to the
throne; the other: Richard was innocent as Henry VII and/or the  Duke  of

Buckingham were probably responsible. The first response is due mainly to
the influence of early and  Tudor  historians and dramatists, while the  latter
represents an attempt to redress the imbalance of the Tudor bias.

The early sources can be divided into three groups: the first mentions only
rumours of the Princes’ deaths  by an unknown hand; the second attributes the
deaths directly to Richard III; the third openly expresses the belief  that  Richard
was to blame and  provides  a  definite  cause  of  death.  The first group comprises
the testimony of Mancini, John  Rous  and the Croyland Chronicler.“7 Mancini
wrote  that  while he was in London (until late June 1483), the Princes were seen
playing through the Tower windows less and less often  ‘till  at length they
ceased to appear altogether’. After mentioning that he had seen people in a
state  of mourning because of the ‘suspicion that he [Edward V] had been done
away with’, Mancini concedes that  ‘Whether, however, he has been done away
with, and by what manner of  death, so far I have not at all discovered’.“ Rous,

while more vitriolic in his accusations, is also forced to admit in a back-handed

manner that ‘it was afterwards known to very few by what manner of  death
they suffered’.‘9 The Croyland Chronicler, who may have been in  a  position to
know  most, reveals  least, saying only that  a  rumour had spread of the  Princes’
deaths but  that  ‘it was uncertain  how’ it had occurred.‘0 Despite  the perhaps
politically motivated reticcnce of the Croyland Chronicler,‘I and the preced-
ing sources’ ignorance of the event, the mystery of the  Princes’ deaths was
(naturally enough) enlarged upon by historians during the Tudor reign.

Indeed, as far as Polydore Vergil was concerned, his patrons, Henry VII and
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his son Henry VIII, were not likely to be perturbed if, in justification of their cur-
rent position, Richard was depicted as the  vile  instigator of his nephews’ deaths.
This image would  have  appeared even more credible with the introduction of a
possible cause of death. First one should look briefly at one of  Vergil’s  possible
sources, The  Great  Chronicle, which, although  published in 1512, may have been
circulating in manuscript form for at least ten years.’2 As  a  London public office
holder, the compiler, Robert Fabyan, would have been privy to many of the
rumours which circulated about the fate of the Princes after Richard  III’s
death.‘3 After referring to the  emergence  of the rumours, he listed some of the
different methods by which it was believed Richard had had the Princes mur-
dered, including smothering between feather beds, drowning and poisoning.“
Polydore Vergil developed  Fabyan’s  attribution of blame to Richard by sug-
gesting that  he commissioned Sir James Tyrrell to undertake the dispatchment
of his nephews’ lives. Despite the rumours, Vergil considered that  there
remained too much uncertainty for him to openly charge Richard with the
murder of his nephews by a  particular  mode  of death.‘5 Vergil did however elab-
orate enough to discredit Richard further, by suggesting that he deliberately

encouraged the rumours of Edward V’s death in order to  secure  his position.
It was left to More and his successors to give details of the princes’ manner

of death and thus to influence the later representation of Richard as a vile
infanticide.  More’s  History of King Richard  III was the first work to explicitly
suggest  that  Tyrrell, with two  henchmen, organised the  children’s  murder. Like
Vergil, More assumes that Richard’s motive was the hope that the elimination
of the princes would  make  people regard his rule more favourably.56 Richard’s
alleged murder of the Princes, in addition to the dramatic imagery of the
murder itself, supported More’s argument against the evils of tyranny. The
impact of the murderers who:

came into the chamber and suddenly lapped [wrapped] them up
among the clothes—so bewrapped them and entangled  them, keeping
down by force the featherbed and pillows hard unto their  mouths,
that within  a  while, smored [smothered] and  stifled,  their breath
failing, they gave up their innocent souls  into  the  joys  of  heaven,
leaving to the tormentors their bodies dead in the bed,57

together with Tyrrell’s confession, would  have  obliterated in the mind of an
uncritical sixteenth-century reader any possibility that Richard was innocent.
Shakespeare, whose character Richard III, closely follows  More’s  interpreta-
tion, had the murder committed off-stage; he may have  felt  that  the murder of

young boys  was unsuitable for an Elizabethan audience. However, given
the many deaths throughout  Richard  III (of Clarence,  Hastings, Anne,
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Buckingham  and Richard himself), and the attitude towards death at the time,
I would suggest instead that the off-stage deaths  heighten  the dramatic impact
and the mystery.

Interest in the mystery of the fate of the Princes has continued for over 500
years, due primarily to the lack of definitive evidence.’8 In  response  to  this  lack
of evidence and to the dominant Tudor tradition, the twentieth century has
seen  much effort  exerted  in rescuing the king’s  reputation  from the stigma of
infanticide as well as regicide.

Tey’s  The  Daughter  of Time  has  been  one of the  most  popular attempts to
absolve Richard. Grant examines and discards the evidence of historical  docu-
ments and  investigates  the behavioural  patterns  of the leading figures  as he
considers  a  ‘not  guilty’ verdict for the king. In the  best  detective novel style,
some unexpected evidence condemning Richard  is found—to maintain  both
Grant’s  and the reader’s interest—but  ultimately Henry VII is  presented  as
having had the  motive  and the  opportunity to kill the Princes.’9 Tey ignores or
was ignorant of much  early source material, but she succeeds in  a  fairly con-
vincing, if historically limited way, in substantiating her  image  of Richard III
as  a  sensitive leader innocent of the  murders  of the Princes.“

One of the multitude of  ‘restorative’ fictionalised works about  Richard III,“
Penman’s  historical novel The  Sunne  in  Splendour  (1982), also exonerates
Richard from the murder of the Princes. Richard is in the north of England on
his  first  royal progress in July 1483, when Buckingham  informs him of the
children’s  disappearance from the Tower.62 Buckingham  is nervous and edgy,
which is initially attributed to his having been responsible for the replacement
of Edward V’s  guards, but after his rebellion in October 1483, it is revealed  that
he had the Princes killed to further his  cause  with Henry Tudor, the rival
claimant to the English throne." Penman here presents Richard as  a  genuinely
distraught  uncle rather  than a  callous, scheming king.

Twentieth-century interest  in the  mystery of the Princes has  reached  the
point where  mock  judicial trials  have been  held in order to determine if, in

accordance with  contemporary criminal  law, Richard would be found guilty of
the murders of his nephews. For  example, in November  1984, London
Weekend Television produced  ‘The  Trial of Richard III’, which adjudged
Richard innocent.“ More recentlyjn the United  States  two mock  trials  have
been  held, both  of which also pronounced Richard III innocent on the grounds
of  reasonable  doubt.65 The contrasting ways in which modern interest manifests
itself shows the continuing attraction of the mystery. Whether accusing or
defending the king, the escapism prow'ded by the royal mystery remains  an
additional  lure  for twentieth century followers and opponents of King Richard
III.
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Richard  III as  a Physiological  and  Psychological Monster
'  One of the  most  compelling features of Richard III which has contributed to

the continuing interest in that king, perhaps even  more  so  than  the image of  a
tyrant who may or may not  have been  guilty of  murdering his nephews, is the
representation of him as a physiological and psychological  monster.  In the  late
medieval and  early modern periods, physical evils were often considered to
reflect  personal  and  moral  faults.“ Nowhere is  this  more evident  than  in the
early images of Richard  III.“ It is the  complexity and internal contradictions of
this immoral monster which have endured for over five centuries, and  which
have  contributed to the continuing success of  Shakespeare’s play.

The  emergence  of Richard III as physically monstrous  and psychologically
complex  occurred soon  after  his  death  in 1485. John  Rous  may be ‘credited’
with starting the rumours about Richard’s  unnatural  physical characteristics.
After  a  discussion  of the likelihood of the Princes’ murders, to contrast with
their innocence, Rous  paints an ugly picture  of Richard. The king is described
as having remained  in the  womb  for two years prior to his birth, and it is
asserted  that  he was born with teeth (which is not impossible) and  long hair to
his shoulders. Incorrectly ascribing to Richard the  zodiac  sign of Scorpio (he
was actually a  Libran), Rous  says that ‘like  a scorpion he combined  a  smooth
front with a stinging tail’." In his  summary of Richard  III’s  qualities, Rous
compares  the king with the Antichrist: ‘like the Antichrist to  come, he was con-
founded at his  moment  of greatest pride’ being defeated  by a  small but  deter-
mined  army.“ Thislast was contradicted in part by the  Croyland  Chronicle
which suggests that  although  he fought bravely, Richard’s  temperament  was
not that of  a  proud  man, but  rather that  of a guilt-ridden  one.  The Croyland
Chronicler reports that on the  morning of the battle of  Bosworth, Richard

‘declared  that  during the night he had seen dreadful visions, and had  imagined
himself surrounded by a multitude of daemons’.7o The  implication  is  that
Richard had been  confronted  by his past actions, which  now threatened his
resolve on the battle-field. J

Vergil, in his  Tudor-sponsored  English  history, stresses both  of  these
themes and, relying upon insinuations of  Richard’s  motives, emphasises the
guilt and uncertainty which he is alleged to have felt  throughout  his reign. This
aspect  is introduced after he has transported his nephews to the Tower:-

This doone, Richerd, whose mynde  partly was enflamyd with desire
of usurping the kyngdom, partly was trubblyd by guyltynes of intent
to commyt so haynous wickednes (for  a  guiltie conscience causeth
thoffendor to  have  dew punishment alway in imagination  before  his
eyes) .  .  . thowght  .  .  .  to mollyfy the multitude with largesse.“
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Richard’s gifts and rewards thus  reflect  his guilty conscience, and his apparent
return  to  a  good and peaceful life after he has attained the crown is construed
to suggest that ‘he now  repented  of his cvell deeds’." Concerning Richard’s
dreams and visions on the eve of the  battle, Vergil  concludes  that  ‘yt  [the
visions] was no dream, but a conscyence guiltie of haynous offences’.73 Though
he praises Richard’s valour in battle, Vergil finally notes that he was  ‘lyttle  of
stature, deformyd of body, thone showlder  being higher than thother, a short
and sowre countenance, which semyd to savor of  mischief, and  utter  evydently
craft and  deceyt’." In order to emphasise the guilt-ridden conscience of this
deformed  man, Vergil  remarks that  when Richard was thinking, he chewed
his lower lip ‘as  though that  cre'well nature of his did so rage  against  yt self in
that lyttle carkase’." Because he wrote  history in the classical  style, Vergil’s
work may have had  a  dominant influence on  Thomas  More who combines the
physical and psychological deformities of Richard to create an image of
unremitting evil.76

More’s image of Richard III is truly that of a Renaissance  monster, which

has been defined as ‘A being whose  duration  is incompatible with the existing
order’, that is, a  being who does not belong to  God’s natural order.77 From his
first appearance in More’s  History, the king is described as  ‘little  of  stature,  ill-
featured of limbs, crook-backed, his left shoulder  much  higher than the right,
hard  favored of visage .  .  . malicious, wrathful, envious’. Borrowing from

Rous, More remarks  that  Richard’s mother had had trouble giving birth to
him and that he was born with  teeth, and reflects that ‘nature changed her
course in his beginning, which in the course of his life many things unnaturally
committed’." Richard is introduced  here  as a man (or creature) who  does  not
belong to God’s  natural  world and who perpetrated abnormal  acts.  This  image
of  a  man who  does  not belong to the world he  inhabits  is continued  through  the
metaphor  of  a  stage play: More remarks that  Richard  should not involve him-
self in matters  such  as kingship because  ‘these  matters be  king’s games,  as it
were  stage  plays  .  .  .  [and] they that  sometime step up and play with  them,  when
they cannot  play their  parts, they disorder the play and do themself no good’.79
Just as  Richard’s  monstrosity disturbs  nature,  so More considers  that  his
involvement in kingly affairs, a  political world he  does  not rightfully belong to,
disturbs the natural harmony of  both  the realm and himself. Here, Richard’s
disordering and  deviant  influence is  hinted  at, as is his ultimate fate. The  king’s
only redeeming feature is that, towards the end of  More’s  history, he acquires a
sense of guilt; Between the  time  of the  Princes’ murder  and  Richard’s death,

God’s  retribution  causes Richard to  become  uncertain  and distrustful of  those
who surround him. He is depicted as restless and faced with ‘fearful dreams’
as  a  consequence  of his evil actions.“ Using the imagery of  a  physically and
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psychologically monstrous  man, More  thus  preaches  about villainy and the
results of tyranny.

Shakespeare’s  version of  More’s  Richard III has become the  representation
of the  last  Yorkist king with which  most  people today are familiar. As
Richmond  suggests, Shakespeare’s  ‘didactic  image of ‘a physically and morally
monstrous Richard  .  .  .  remains an  important  part of the play’s  perverse  attrac-
tion’.81 Richard’s opening soliloquy introduces  the audience to' his  sense  of
alienation from the natural world as he describes himself as  ‘Cheated  of feature
by dissembling nature/Deform’d, unfinish’d,  sent before my time/Into the
breathing world .  .  . scarce half made up/And  that  .so lamely and unfashion-
able/T  hat dogs bark at me as  I  halt by them’ (Ii, 11.  19—23).  In addition to his
disaffection from  nature’s  creatures, it is  made  clear through the play that
Richard’s physical defomfities reflect upon his soul. For  example,  Anne, the
widow of Henry VI’s  son Edward of  Lancaster,  whom Richard is deemed to
have killed (contrary to  historical  evidence),“2 calls  him, among other  names,

‘thou lump of foul deformity .  . .  inhuman  and unnatural’ (Iii, ll. 57 and  60).
Richard  is perceived to be a  disordering force in the  world, committing a long

series of  crimes  (including the  murders  of at least six people in the play).
Margaret  d’Anjou  (the  mother  of Edward of Lancaster) and  Richard’s  mother
are particularly vehement in  their  criticism of Richard as  ‘That  foul defacer of
God’s handiwork/That  excellent  tyrant of the earth’ (IViv, 11.51-2).

Richard is granted  some compensatory qualities:  a  black sense of  humour
and, as in  More, a conscience.  These  qualities are  illustrated  in both the 1990

and  1996  productions of  Richard  III." In the  1996  production Richard seduces
Anne  in  a  dismal  1930s  morgue, but as he leaves at the end of the  scene  the

music changes from a  sombre  and sinister  tune  to the lighthearted and gay tone
of  1930s  dance music. The music remains jovial while Richard jocularly details
his plot to rid himself of Anne, once  he has married her, and {marry instead his
niece, Elizabeth. The stark contrast between the blackness of his words in the
morbid setting and the music is absurd, and designed to raise a wry smile from
the audience.

Richard’s conscience is revealed in the  ESC’s  1990 production of Richard
III which  gave a  sympathetic portrait of the king when  he is plagued by visions
of  those  he has killed and who return to curse him on the eve of the final
battle. Richard is sleeping restlessly as the  ghosts  appear on stage to harass him
physically and verbally. When he  awakes, he battles with -his conscience: ‘0
coward conscience, how  dost  thou afflict me!  . . .  What do I  fear? myself?  .  .  .  I
rather hate myself] For hated deeds committed by myselfl/  I  am  a  villain: yet
I  lie, I  am  not’ (Viii, 11. 184-196). The audience recognises  that  Richard is not
the tyrannical villain he pretended to be; he is a victim of his own deformities,
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spiritual and physical. It is the reluctant sympathy inspired by Shakespeare’s
Richard III which enables the audience finally to accept him, and which con-
tinues to inspire interest in the character: ‘By giving the fiend  a  human face,

'  Shakespeare has made his portrait of Richard III endure’.“
As with the other  themes  discussed, the early representations of the king as

a physiological and psychological monster have provoked twentieth-century
efforts to defend him. The  Daughter  of Time  was Josephine  Tey’s  attempt to
clear Richard from the responsibility of the Princes’ murder. She also tried, on
occasion, throughout the novel, to explain other negative characteristics of
Richard, including the traditional image of deformity. Inspector Grant asks his
surgeon for his opinion on the portrait of Richard which forms the basis for
Grant’s  investigations. The surgeon’s first response is ‘Poliomyelitis’, referring
to the fact that Richard’s face reminded him of the face of a crippled child."s
Grant immediately connects the childhood disease of paralysis with the idea of
Richard’s withered left arm and later discusses this hypothesis with the Matron
who agrees that the face appears to be full of suffering.“ Later, however, after
some scholarly detective work, Grant concludes that Richard’s hunched back
and withered arm were merely myths, and that the king had no particular
deformity.“7 Thus  Tey, having absolved Richard from the murder of the

Princes, projects him as a normal, if suffering, king.
Penman’ sThe  Sunne  in  Splendour, presenting a  generally favourable image

of Richard III, also  tries to explain away his alleged physical problems,
although  some  effort is made to portray him as conscience-laden towards'the
end of his life. The ‘fact’ that Richard’s shoulders are not aligned is ascribed to
a  military training accident when he was about thirteen years old. He is  also
referred to as having often been ill when very young, which may have con-
tributed to his shorter stature."8 As to his conscience, on the eve of Bosworth

Richard has nightmares  about  his brother (the implication is of Clarence) and
,  others in whose deaths he had been implicated, nightmares which foieshadow

his fate." Penman incorporates both the tradition of Richard’s physical prob-
lems and his troubled conscience, but also  attempts  to invalidate historical
accounts  of Richard’s inherent  evil  because he is, after all, the hero of the

novel.  It is clear that the theme of Richard III as a physical and  moral  monster
has continued well into the twentieth century. The theme has two extreme
variations: the deformed, malicious king, and the concerned and complex king,
who suffered when young. The perpetuation of these themes shows con-
temporary (and  late  medieval) fascination with the bizarre and complex
elements inherent to human nature.
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Conclusion
To return to the question posed in the introduction as to whether Richard III
was an Anti-Christ, a scheming, astute politician or a noble and maligned king,
popular responses will probably always be influenced by the last novel read, or
the film most recently seen. This study has demonstrated  that  contemporary
representations and understandings of King Richard III  have  been strongly
influenced by three essential themes developed in the late fifteenth and six-
teenth  centuries: the tyrant, the infanticide, and the monster. Contemporary
popularity of Shakespeare’s Richard III perpetuates the negative  sides  of these
themes, but twentieth-century images of the king have often presented him as a
benevolent, suffering and complex man. Such  a  reaction may be due to histori-
cal scepticism, a  romantic attitude or  a  conviction that no one person can be
completely evil. Nevertheless, given the popularity of the  films  discussed, it
appears that  a  negative image of King Richard III continues to dominate.
Perhaps the combination of over 500 years of negative historical accounts with
a continuing tradition of evil yet attractive Richards on the stage is too strong
an influence on  people’s  minds for them to accept suddenly novelists’ recent
attempts to redeem the king. The fascination with a powerful character who is
spiritually and physically flawed may always outweigh the appeal of a benevo-
lent yet maligned individual. Regardless of  one’s  own preferred image of
Richard III, the popular debate over interpretations of  this  king demonstrates
the intimate link between the  past  and the present: it shows the power of the
past  to influence ideas and perceptions for hundreds of years.
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